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McFly - Dragon Ball
Tom: B

Intro:

 B                             Gb
Picking up the pieces of my heart left on the floor
             Abm                              E
Like it was written in the stars that I was meant for
something more
    Em                                                  B  Abm
Now I'm the one man I'll be fighting everybody's war
        Gb
Will I survive? I must survive...

     B                                  Gb
The world is on my shoulders so much pressure to prevail
             Abm                     E
This is the story of my life and its a sad and lonely tale
     Em                                    B        Abm
So what's the point in trying if your destiny's to fail
        Gb                        Eb
You won't survive, but I must survive

    E                B                    Gb
Abm   Gb Abm
I'm on the run from everyone where moons and suns collide
                E                    B                   Gb
Eb
My back's up against the wall I'll never fall When I find all
the dragon balls

 B                                       Gb
Nights alone and restless they're just always somewhere near
             Abm                          E
And I'm not saying I'm a hero but I'm prepared to face the
fear
    Em                                                  B  Abm
We will send the evil running When they hear my army jail
        Gb                        Eb
We will survive 'cuz we will survive

    E                B                    Gb
Abm   Gb Abm
I'm on the run from everyone where moons and suns collide
                E                    B                   Gb
Eb
My back's up against the wall I'll never fall When I find all
the dragon balls

B                         Gb                         Abm
E
Evil it's not forgiving we will never give in until we're not
living Do you hear me?
Evil it's not forgiving we will never give in until we're not
living Can you hear me? (2x)

    E                B                    Gb
Abm   Gb Abm
I'm on the run from everyone where moons and suns collide
                E                    B                   Gb
Eb
My back's up against the wall I'll never fall When I find all
the dragon balls

Acordes


